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Tankers
Comments

VLCC

Steady as she goes this week. Low volumes keeping a cap on rates as owners scramble for available cargoes and Chinese COAs

dominate the MEG/China route. Lines in the sand seem to have been drawn however, with owners of modern tonnage able to keep

ws26.5 as the basement rate. Small celebrations in the owning community as half a point was pulled back yesterday. A busier mid-

week could usher in a point or two more. In the Atlantic, many owners are contemplating a direct ballast West in search of higher

TCE’s but West Africa/East has not moved off the ws29 conference rate to China. Cargoes ex USG are also flat, with ex dry docker

fixing at USD 4.5m to Ningbo and regular tonnage 100-200k more. The North Sea has seen activity, as charterers try to get their

ducks in line. A little under USD 4.5m for Hound Point East secures tonnage.

Suezmax

The Suezmax market has had a very familiar stop/start feel to it this week. In the East, charterers were in a generous mood as they

did their utmost to support rates by piling in on top of each, resulting in modest gains for some owners. The Mediterranean and

Black Sea continue to attract eastern ballasters who have missed the MEG/East fixing window which has conversely put a ceiling

on Black Sea-Med/East moves. This has naturally started to trim the East list, but not to the degree that rates are likely to runaway.

Owners will need a busy back end of the week for MEG/East to threaten the high forties mark, which should otherwise trade flat.

TD20 has flattered to deceive recently and will similarly need a busy Thursday to push on. The overarching issue of lack of oil

demand continues to stymie this market.

Aframax

In the North Sea/Baltic market even a tight window wasn’t enough for owners to earn some extra worldscale points. As we proceed

with the loading dates of early December, we expect market to remain rather flat as cargo exports are still low to support the long

tonnage list. Keep an eye at the USG though, it could be the alternative that will bring some optimism. In the Mediterranean/Black

Sea, the rates have dropped a few more points this week and TD19 is now giving negative returns. The tonnage list is currently

building up again, however owners will be keen to see if the improving markets in the USG is able to attract potential ballasters

away from the area and in turn reduce competition.

Rates

Dirty (Spot WS)

MEG/WEST (280 000) WS 15.0 0.0 

MEG/Japan (280 000) WS 27.0 1.0 

MEG/Singapore (280 000) WS 27.5 1.0 

WAF/FEAST (260 000) WS 29.0 -0.5 

WAF/USAC (130 000) WS 37.5 2.5 

Sidi Kerir/W Med (135 000) WS 45.0 5.0 

N. Afr/Euromed (80 000) WS 57.5 -5.0 

UK/Cont (80 000) WS 75.0 5.0 

Caribs/USG (70 000) WS 100.0 20.0 

1 Year T/C (USD/Day)

VLCC (Modern) $29000.0 $0 

Suezmax (Modern) $17500.0 $0 

Aframax (Modern) $16500.0 $0 

VLCC

VLCCs fixed in all areas last week 56 1 

VLCCs available in MEG next 30 days 138 -6 

1 Year T/C Crude

Dry Bulk
Comments

Capesize

Since the last report, the market moved up on Thursday, before sliding again due to Japanese holidays. However, on Monday

afternoon the north Atlantic segment improved due to shortage of available tonnage which also encouraged charterers in south

Atlantic to pay up slightly. That said, in the Pacific there is still resistance. All in all, the basket of all Cape timecharter routes are up

by 4% over the week and by the looks of it we are probably going to see a bit of further improvement.

Panamax

The positive sentiment from last week continues into this. More mineral demand in the North Atlantic and a short tonnage list gives

ground for a firming market. Baltic rounds been concluded at around 16k, while p1A is currently yielding 15k. In the Eastern

Hemisphere we do see the same tendency with increased demand for Indonesian coal into China, and same goes for the

Aussie/India trade. The Pacific round is priced at high 11k. The period market is also coming back into play with several short

periods being concluded.

Supramax

Positive sentiment remains across this week following last week’s rising trend. In the Pacific, China coal demand pushing rates for

Indonesian coal where owners are seeing in the mid/high teens for Indo coal rounds back to China/SE Asia and around USD 12,500

to India. Nopac RVs paying around USD 10,000, while Aussie RVs closer to USD 11k. From the Indian Ocean seeing rates in the low

USD 13k for WC India via MEG trip to EC India. Meantime, in the Atlantic, USG is paying around high teens to Mediterranean and FH

around USD 24,000, while the Continent is still firm with scrap to Emed paying in the mid/high teens.

Rates

Capesize (USD/Day, USD/Tonne)

TCE Cont/Far East (180 DWT) $25,300 -$250 

Australia – China $7.0 $0.5 

Pacific RV $14,700 $1,746 

Panamax (USD/Day, USD/Tonne)

Transatlantic RV $15,045 $1,075 

TCE Cont/Far East $21,132 $941 

TCE Far East/Cont $4,219 $169 

TCE Far East RV $12,089 $1,026 

Supramax (USD/Day)

Atlantic RV $14,158 $625 

Pacific RV $9,367 $892 

TCE Cont/Far East $17,493 -$250 

1 Year T/C (USD/Day)

Newcastlemax (208 000 dwt) $17,000 $1,000 

Capesize (180 000 dwt) $14,000 $0 

Kamsarmax (82 000 dwt) $11,250 $250 

Panamax (75 000 dwt) $10,250 $250 

Ultramax (64 000 dwt) $10,250 $0 

Supramax (58 000 dwt) $8,750 $0 

Baltic Dry Index (BDI) $1,413

1 Year T/C Dry Bulk

Gas
Chartering

EAST

Activity and freight levels have indeed picked up quite significantly on both sides of the Suez this week, availability is as a

consequence starting to become very thin for the remainder of December in the Middle East. Baltic has jumped up more than 4

dollars from Friday, however, we continue to see the West premium remaining wide. On the back of current freight ideas from

owners and last done levels, Baltic is expected to continue upwards for now.

WEST

The western VLGC freight rates are currently skyrocketing on the back of tight vessel supply and plenty of cargo inquiries for both

ends of December and the first half of January. Although we have seen only a handful of deals done since the end of last week,

freight rates have increased from USD 110 to high USD 120’s on a Houston/Chiba basis. What is exacerbating the tight vessel supply

is that owners and even traders who have potential relets are currently holding back before fixing anything further in order not to

over-commit their fleet and because the current discharge schedules are not firm. The market will remain tight for the foreseeable

future.

LPG Rates

Spot Market (USD/Month)

VLGC (84 000 cbm) $1,600,000 $0 

LGC (60 000 cbm) $1,000,000 $0 

MGC (38 000 cbm) $925,000 $50,000 

HDY SR (20-22 000 cbm) $650,000 $0 

HDY ETH (17-22 000 cbm) $750,000 $50,000 

ETH (8-12 000 cbm) $420,000 $0 

SR (6 500 cbm) $350,000 $0 

COASTER Asia $255,000 $0 

COASTER Europe $160,000 -$10,000


LPG/FOB Prices - Propane (USD/Tonne)

FOB North Sea/ANSI $347 $0 

Saudi Arabia/CP $430 $0 

MT Belvieu (US Gulf) $280 $5 

Sonatrach/Bethioua $360 $0 

LPG/FOB Prices - Butane (USD/Tonne)

FOB North Sea/ANSI $368 $0 

Saudi Arabia/CP $440 $0 

MT Belvieu (US Gulf) $291 -$1 

Sonatrach/Bethioua $400 $0 

LNG Rates

Spot Market (USD/Day)

East of Suez 155-165 000 cbm $112,000 $0 

West of Suez 155-165 000 cbm $112,000 $0 

1 Year T/C 155-160 000 cbm $47,000 $0 

Newbuilding
Activity Levels

Tankers Slow Slow

Dry Bulkers Slow Slow

Others Slow Slow

Prices

VLCC $86.0 $0.0 

Suezmax $56.0 $0.0 

Aframax $46.5 $0.0 

Product $34.5 $0.0 

Newcastlemax $48.0 $0.0 

Kamsarmax $26.5 $0.0 

Ultramax $24.5 $0.0 

LNGC (MEGI) (cbm) $180.0 $0.0 

Sale & Purchase
Prices

Dry (5 yr)

Capesize $36.0 $0.0 

Kamsarmax $22.0 $0.0 

Ultramax $19.5 $0.0 

Dry (10 yr)

Capesize $19.5 $0.0 

Kamsarmax $15.0 $0.0 

Ultramax $11.0 $0.0 

Wet (5 yr)

VLCC $67.0 $0.0 

Suezmax $45.0 $0.0 

Aframax / LR2 $36.0 $0.0 

MR $26.0 $0.0 

Wet (10 yr)

VLCC $45.5 $0.0 

Suezmax $31.0 $0.0 

Aframax / LR2 $25.0 $0.0 

MR $17.5 $0.0 

Market Brief
Exchange Rates

USD/JPY 104.67 1.00 

USD/KRW 1112.05 8.10 

USD/NOK 8.94 -0.06 

EUR/USD 1.19 0.00 

Interest Rates

LIBOR USD (6 months) 0.25% 0.00% 

NIBOR NOK (6 months) 0.42% -0.02% 

Commodity Prices

Brent Spot $48.00 $3.50 

Bunkers Prices

Singapore 380 CST $313.0 $3.5 

Singapore Gasoil $398.0 $18.0 

Rotterdam 380 CST $279.5 $7.5 

Rotterdam Gasoil $387.0 $25.0 

All rates published in this report do not necessarily reflect actual transactions occurring in the market. Certain estimates may be

based on prevailing market conditions. In some circumstances, rates for certain vessel types are based on theoretical assumptions

of premium or discount for particular vessel versus other vessel types.

Disclaimer

http://www.fearnleys.com/disclaimer

